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Hawai’i Aina Pae Ko E Manao Io
ALOHA - Our Ageless Sacred Faith, Law & Creed
The Spirit of Alo-ha is simply the essence of the Hawai’ian Nation’s beliefs and
practices. Alo-ha maintains the spiritual and temporal harmony and PEACE between all
creation and their Creator ke Akua/Iehova. Alo is the Hawaiian word to lovingly meet or
gather and greet. The Ha is the breath of our Creator, God we must freely share, as it
belongs to all. For example: When two Hawaiians meet by chance or assembly it is custom
that they touch foreheads and breath in deeply, expressing and signifying without words
– “Hello my brother or sister, my other self (Gal. 5:14; Matt. 19:19) how are you… let us
share the breath and wind of the Great Spirit of Truth. What good fortune has the Creator
blessed you with since we last met.”
The spirit of the law of Alo-ha is: a) Something that must be sensed, felt and shared,
as opposed to the secular ‘letter of the law’ now taught as a secular science; and b) More
akin to the Biblical maxims of law that better define true common law.
The “Aloha Spirit” is all about right relationships… the feelings of one towards
another brother or sister (Galatians 5:13-14), just as the Kingdom of Heaven on earth is
about our having right relationships. Aloha is the coordination of mind and heart, both
individually and collectively…it’s within each individual – it brings you down to your spirit
self. You must thing and ‘emote good feelings’ (express pono) to others.

A – stands for AKAHAI, meaning kindness,
to be expressed with tenderness
L – LOKAHI, meaning unity,
to be expressed with harmony
O – stands for OLU’OLU, meaning agreeable,
to be expressed with pleasantness
H – stands for HA’AHA’A’, meaning humility,
to be expressed without arrogance
A – stands for AHONUI, meaning steadfast, peaceful patience,
to be expressed with perseverance
The Law of “ALOHA . . . Come forward, be in unity and harmony with your real
self in relation to all mankind and Christ’s Kingdom as create by I AM that I AM. A –
spiritual light (attaching to) LO - spiritual foundation (attaching to) HA - essence of spirit
breath. Be honest, truthful, patient, kind to all forms of life and above all be humble &
charitable.”
When a Hawaiian is asked, Where are you from? We say, (reading from right to left
like Hebrew) Hawai’i Aina Pae Ko (Ha-wai-i Ai-na Pa-e Ko).
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Meaning: We the people of the breath and water/rain/Spirit of God are (ko)
whole and complete (pa-e) living and responsibly caring for (in a good way) the I-lands
(the ai-na) in the middle of the sea we call Hawai’i.
When asked what is our creed (Religion)? We say, (reading from right to left like Hebrew)

Hawai’i Aina Pae Ko E Manao Io
Meaning: Our faith (E Ma-na-o Io) is as a people who are spiritually whole (Ko) and
stand as one in responsibility and dominion in caring for in a good way all creation (Pae) located in Akua’s vineyard and plantation in our sacred Islands, our home (the aina), under authority and direction of Ha – the breath of the Spirit… wai– the water of
the river and Spirit of life… and i – our God of Light.
Ko – ours, the dominion / responsibility of many to care for…
Pae – to keep whole, total, substantial, complete (temporally & spiritually)…
Aina – the land (Earth Mother)…
Ha – the breath of the Spirit and…
wai– the water of the Spirit of…. (Ka-na-wai – common Spirit-law of the aina)
i – our God of Light
Given this our sacred trust of dominion from our Creator, we were one with the
aina (land), our earth mother; and treated her with Aloha. From the plants, to the
animals, to the insects, to the micro-organisms and to each other, everything we did was
sacred under this position of trust. As long as we did right for earth mother, she would
care for us and our daily needs. From the air we breathed and the water for our plants
providing food and medicine, under the spirit of the law we were required to maintain a
balance for our children and their children. Like other Native American Nations we
believe that nothing of Akua’s creation was handed down from our ancestors. Everything
we have is borrowed from our children.
Thus, we are caretakers of the aina and no one can own the land or sell or give
away the land; for who would sell their own mother? To do otherwise would break this
our sacred, solemn creed of Aloha for all creation and its imperative e ma-lama pono…
the required balance of caring for and protecting the aina (our part of earth mother).
As everyone from childhood on was taught, knew and “was” the spirit of the law
of Alo-ha that covered all of life’s interactions. There was no separation church and
state. There was no need for soldiers or police. Even our commerce and trade laws were
under our Aloha Creed. (see: Hawaiian Nation’s Principles of International Commercial
Law – pg. 6). The spirit of the law of Aloha had within it a form of “restorative justice”
and reconciliation called e hooponopono – (e ho-o-pono-pono), to right a wrong, to
rectify or to reconcile. For serious, life threatening infractions of the law the
accused/wrongdoer could run to a place of refuge (city of refuge) for protection until
justice and the law of Al0ha could be restored through admissions and requests for
forgiveness, which often came from both sides of the conflict. This would also most often
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involve the families from both sides. This “healing” process restored the peace and the
imperative e ma-lama pono… the required spirit of Alo-ha balance of caring for and
protecting each other completely, properly and carefully.
To ddAlo-ha in Spirit is to know the mystery of the Creator’s Spirit and His
creation’s dance of life… to learn what is not said, to see what cannot be seen and to know
the Unknowable, so that proper balance is maintained.
A – A, LA, WISDOM, WATCHFUL ALERTNESS, SPIRITUAL DISERNMENT
L – LOKAHI, WORKING WITH UNITY
O – OIAO, TRUTHFUL HONESTY
H – HAAHA, HUMILITY, without arrogance or negativity
A – AHONUI, all must KNOW AND KEEP THE LAW with patience and
perseverance righteousness, valor, worthiness, behavior showing
high moral standards
Everything is sacred in everything we do; and yet, the choice is still up to you.

We were world travelers as sailors and traders; and had a written language1 as
our medallion, found in Germany in the 1800’s proves.
1

First let us look at the top of the triangle where there are hieroglyphic characters. These characters
are the ancient hidden language spoken by our ancestors. Historians in the early 1800’s said that
Hawaiian’s never had a written language. However, in the year 2300 B.C. our people were already
literate, they were a literate people. Our chants and history speak about chosen priests who were
record keepers. It was their responsibility to write the events of their time. All the way up until the
ninth century priests had kept records of the events of their time. Then a massive warrior tribe from
lower Polynesia began conquering our people in Hawaii. The first thing that the warriors did was to
destroy the religion that had been in place. Then they put in place a religion based on the God Ku.
The invaders destroyed and abolished all forms of writing to secure their own political power.
However, there were still a few priests who continued to hide and preserve the records, in caves and
caverns, knowing that in time this knowledge would need to come forth for future generations. The
families of those priests continue to maintain and preserve the knowledge of our written language.
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Wherever we traveled for exploration or trade, we shared our Alo-ha Spirit and
beliefs. The medallion was imprinted on documents written by Hawaiian theologians.
Within these documents, three Kahuna (high priests) of Hawai’i stated: As does a pebble
when it enters the water, we also as people create ripples when entering the earth. This is
a metaphor indicating a pattern of radiating energy that flows from us and around us...
Further they prophesied, “When these symbols are seen again, the coming of lasting peace
would vibrate throughout the earth amongst mankind.”
Unfortunately, under U.S. occupation, much of our above creed has been lost to
greed from within and without by those desiring power and wealth from selling their own
mother… their children’s aina and thus their future. It may be a long road back; but we
have started that journey for our posterity.
Then we will no longer be infants, tossed about by the waves and
carried around by every wind of teaching and by the clever cunning of men
in their deceitful scheming. Instead, speaking the truth in Alo-ha, we will
in all things grow up into Christ Himself, who is the head. Ephesians 4:14-15

Historical Perspective
The following history tells how thru poor immigration laws the Hawaiian people
fell from truth and lost their creed, their race, their land and ultimately their true identity
among the other Pacific Nations.
Prior to the arrival of Paao, a priest from Japan came to the islands in the 13th
century, the inhabitants of the Hawaiian Islands lived in a highly organized, selfsufficient, social system, with a sophisticated language, culture, religion and a land tenure
that bore a remarkable resemblance to that of the Native Americans First Nations of what
is now Canada and the U.S.A. i.e. the Iroquois League, Cherokee, Crow, etc. Paao brought
with him a sacred bell and 1420 other gods, the chief of which was the war god ku.
The Japanese immigration was followed by the Chinese in 14th century, then the
Spanish and finally Europeans by way of the U.S.
In total disagreement with and opposition to our creed of Alo-ha balance and
respect for one another and the land, a cast system developed, fighting ensued and the
monarchical government of the Hawaiian Islands was established in 1810 by His Majesty
King Kamehameha I. These kings and nobles 1840 constitution uses the word “subjects”
twice therein. Thus, the sacred balance of equality and care was eroded by an newly
established dynasty. Under this new Kingdom of Hawaii, with its nobles, the Hawaiian
ania (land, earth mother), once maintained by the Hawaiian people as their Kin-dom,
was slowly and by design sectioned off and sold to foreigners and their corporations.
Our intention, is that in time, one arm of Mai Ka Po, Na Kupuna Na’auao (Perpetuation &
Preservation of Ancestral Knowledge & Practices), will begin to teach the children of Hawaii, our
language using the written characters of sound that have been hidden for generations.
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Although the U.S. army started slaughtering the indigenous, first nations peoples
of the Americas and taking their land in 1830, Hawai’i's kings and nobles turned a blind
eye and maintained their 1826 treaty relations with the de facto U.S. corporation. Then
in 1898 this slaughter by U.S. navy/pirates came to their door and by force of arms stole
their land.
Although we had other treaties with Belgium in 1862; Bremen in 1851; Denmark
in 1846; France 1846 and 1857; Germany in 1879; Great Britain in 1836, 1846 and 1851;
Hamburg in 1848; Hong Kong (Colony of Great Britain) in 1884; Italy in 1863; Japan in
1871 and 1886; Netherlands in 1862; New South Wales (Colony of Great Britain) in 1874;
Portugal in 1882; Russia in 1869; Samoa in 1887; Spain in 1863; the Swiss Confederation
in 1864; Sweden and Norway in 1852; Tahiti (Protectorate of France) in 1853; none came
to Hawai’i’s aid… proving, “What goes around comes around.”
Question: What is a race and creed of a people without their God given kuli-ana
to the ma-lama, the aina, their reciprocal dominion?
Answer: A well planned, very slow ethnic cleansing occurs… it is called genocide.
24 years after Hawaii’s overthrow Lili’uokalani wrote, "I could not turn back the
time for the political change, but there is still time to save our heritage. You must
remember never to cease to act because you fear you may fail. The way to lose any earthly
kingdom is to be inflexible, intolerant and prejudicial. Another way is to be too flexible,
tolerant of too many wrongs and without judgment at all. It is a razor¹s edge. It is the
width of a blade of pili grass.
To gain the kingdom of heaven is to hear what is not said, to see what cannot be
seen, and to know the unknowable, that is Aloha.
All things in this world are two; in heaven there is but one." (Liliuokalani 1917)
Today it’s illegal to use many of our sacred plants for food and healing. After being
sprayed with toxic chemicals many of our valuable, sacred plants are no longer edible due
to toxins absorbed and their resultant forced mutations to survive. Under occupation it is
illegal for our healers to use their ancient, spiritual healing methods. Traveling to work in
our own covered wagon / conveyance now requires a license. The best lands for growing
crops are now owned by foreign corporations experimenting with and using toxic
chemicals allegedly to increase yield. Foreigners fish and harvest our sacred waters of vital
fish without limit.
The nationality or political status of a person belonging to the Hawaiian Kingdom
was termed a "Hawaiian subject." Native Hawaiians became subjects of the Kingdom as
a consequence of the unification of the islands by Kamehameha I at the turn of the
eighteenth century. Since then Hawai'i became a constitutional corporation, foreigners
were capable of becoming Hawaiian nationals through naturalization or asylum. Under
the naturalization laws of the Kingdom foreigners who resided in the Hawaiian Islands
for five years could apply to the Minister of Interior for naturalization, whereby "...every
foreigner so naturalized, shall be entitled to all the rights, privileges and immunities of a
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Hawaiian subject." Now, under occupation, we are subjects of the U.S. Corp operating on
our aina by deceit and “force of arms.”
However, as proof, note the following words from North American, Magna Carta
statesmen were written when there will still 500 plus indigenous, first people nations
present there; and they still apply today.
“When in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one
people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another,
and to assume among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to
which the Laws of Nature and of Nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to
the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which
impel them to the separation." Jefferson
"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal,
that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that
among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness." Penn

MISSION STATEMEMT
“To you it has been given to know the secrets of heaven" - Matthew 13:11
ALO-HA is made by pitting two verbs (action words) together. It a call to all to Alo
(join together as one in spirit) and observe the Hawaiian Godly sacred covenanted ways
and to do them. These shall be their faith’s teachings, as they shall be directed by the Ha
(breath of the good Spirit). The Spirit shall be given unto you by the prayer of faith; but if
ye receive not the Spirit, ye shall not teach/preach.
Notice how the doing of the Word must precede the teaching of the Word. For in
doing the will of God, we become like Him, and our words are enriched by the rising
quality of our lives. This is our way of life. This is our way of truth. This is the way of
Christ.
Only men and women who do the will of God have the requisite spiritual judgment
and power to combat the forces of evil. The discernment of truth is essentially a spiritual
process. If we would be men of sound understanding, we must be men who are endeavoring constantly to live like Christ. There is no shortcut to the possession of the Spirit that
giveth life.
There are some who believe and teach that all that is required of a minister or a
preacher for understanding the Scriptures is a keen analytical mind. They take the Word
of God and criticize it to find out what its constituent elements are. It is helpful, of course,
to do this. But the essence of life is not found in this type of procedure alone. Our ministry
is one in which we have to give Christ to the people. We can only give Him if He is in us;
and He can be in us only if His Word abides in us, for Christ Himself is in His Word. There
are others who believe the essence of preparation to consist of lots of collateral reading,
in which sidelights are thrown upon the Word. Again, it is an excellent adjunct to the
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necessary discipline to widen one's horizon of knowledge. But men who do this alone,
while they bring a ministry of ideas and facts, do not bring the Spirit which giveth life.
Some time ago, there were taken from an ancient tomb of an Egyptian pharaoh
some seeds of wheat. The scientists asked if they were good seeds. Some were taken into
the laboratory and analyzed for chemical content. They seemed to be all right. Others
were taken and placed in the ground. They grew. Those that were treated by the former
process were destroyed. The final rest was in the latter procedure; for the life that was in
the seed was revealed not in the laboratory, but from within the earth, the place in which
the seed was purposed to reveal what it contained. For centuries these kernels of wheat
had remained promises of life. Their life was revealed when they were sown.
This is in the likeness of the Word of God. It remains a promise of life until it is
planted in us. The scientific attitude and investigation of the Word of God may reveal
the probability of power within it. It may even convince our minds or this power. But the
only way the expanding life of Christ can be revealed in us is through the planting of
the Word and Spirit of life in us and by our response to the demands it makes.
"Come out of her My people...." Rev. 18:4
The above Biblical quote is our desperately needed, ultimate lawful status change
which is protected by international treaty (not to mention 'God') which trumps U.S.
CORP’s unlawful overthrow, occupation and forced adaptation, not to mention their
evil ‘money changers in the temple’ (John 2:13-16), revenue collecting codes. Our U.S. Inc.
occupier’s directive functions much like the “Borg” in the sitcom series Star Trek. Their
likeness is that they are a diabolical, incorporated collective, part natural organic and part
artificial life form. Their goal is to collect by force assets from different species (races).
Like our U.S. Inc. collective, their initial contact statement is:
“We are the Borg, you will be assimilated, resistance is futile.”
Over many centuries, thru trial and error, evil has become very skilled a covertly
infiltrating and taking over whoever and whatever they so choose in their quest ‘global
dominance.’ i.e. a new world order. Given the above truths it is correct to say, Hawaii has
been taken over by Pirates of the high seas and the See, and press-ganged into involuntary
servitude. “You can be the man, you can take the land; but you can’t take the truth away.”
lyrics from Israel Kamakawiwo'ole song “Living in a Promised Land.” Spiritually and
prophetically we know a great tidal wave is coming. Akua, our Creator God, is sending His
might warrior angles to assist in saving our race, creed and land.
Thus, for the Hawaiian faithful, peace loving race to survive with its Aloha creed
we must remove the temporal and spiritual 666 “mark of the BEAST” (like the “Borg’s”
engineered and manufactured ‘forced adaptation’ implants) beginning with a new alpha
numeric ID system that gives Aloha faith worshippers the commanded mark of Christ.
The following ‘reverse engineering’ goals along these same lines will be implemented:
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1st Mission and Call to Aloha Action
As everything belongs to our KIKIs (children), we plan to detox them physically
and emotionally from: 1) the slow poisoning of their temporal, sacred bodies, minds and
souls / spirits from western world’s implanted socialistic ideals that they are preaching
and teaching in our schools, and actually practicing in the Hawaiian Islands; and 2) the
western world’s slow: chemical poisoning, heavy metals poisoning (including the deadly
toxin, mercury-based thimerosal used in vaccinations), radiation poisoning.
The death rate in Hawaii from all the above is monumental, especially among our
young… cancers, diabetes, suicide, teenage pregnancy, alcohol, dementia, etc. Healing
triage treatment and educational centers will be established throughout the islands based
on those most needing care.

2nd Mission Statement
The above described devastations Western Socialism’s ruling class elite (disguised
in an innocent looking black dress, “incorporated” COURT) brought upon our kikis is also
seriously, negatively affecting our aina’s (earth mother’s) eco system. Her ability to
survive and thrive and protect her children and all living things has been gravely and
criminally compromised. Due to0 toxic chemicals, herbicides and pesticides, our plant
and animal kingdoms have had to genetically mutate to survive. Thus, as our sacred
herbal healing plants are contaminated with toxins, it will take years to find original and
natural seeds and plant stock to regenerate our supply of pure, natural medicines.

3rd Mission Statement
Establish a National Army of youth. A PEACE Corps in honor of past POTUS of
America, John F. Kennedy’s Peace Corps; but under the Spirit and law of our Aloha faith.
A “Band of Brothers of Alo-ha” that will raise a gigantic cross on the highest mountain of
each island… a symbol for all the world to see; along with our Flag of Peace to protect and
once again bring our Creator Akua’s lasting PEACE to our sacred islands.
In time this Band of Aloha Brothers will bring our Alo-ha message to other lands
and First Nations, i.e. Indian Country (the Cherokee, Iroquois League, Crow Nation,
Navaho Nation, etc.) and establish once again our international peace treaties along with
embassies to facilitate brotherly communication and mutually beneficial commercial
trade.

4th Mission Statement
Start healing our elderly’s broken brains due to toxic over loads that accumulate
over time and grow to a “critical mass” until melt down occurs. Symptoms are severe
inability to thing and reason from brain shrinkage due to dehydration causing memory
loss, including Alzheimer’s Disease and Dementia. By detoxing their bodies this can and
must be stopped and reversed.
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Definitions
Creed: a body/community’s statement of their “way of life,” belief and/or faith; any
system of principles, beliefs, doctrine, gospel; the journey and pathway of life of all first
nations people.
Sacred: of the Holy Ghost, super-naturally and spiritually connected to our Creator
God, sanctified, dedicated and set apart for the service or worship of God.
Unlawful Occupation: involves the violation of a peremptory norm of international
laws pf peace that operates erga omnes (on all), and is related to autonomous, sovereign
territorial status.
Forced Adaptation: forced assimilation, conversion, alteration, transformation is an
involuntary process of cultural assimilation of sacred beliefs during which a race is
forced to adopt religion, ideology, language, identity, norms, mores, customs, traditions,
values, mentality, perceptions, way of life established by a stronger, dominant collective
government.
Self Determination: Fundamental right of all people to freely decide their own
political status and to freely pursue their own cultural, economic, and social development. This concept of was embodied first in the American Declaration of Independence
(1776) and then in France's Declaration of The Rights of Man (1789). It is embodied also
in the UN charter. It is a cardinal principle in modern international law.
Date: _________ _____________________________________
“Bo” Taite P. Bright, a man, Hawaii Nation Elder,
Minister of Justice
Date: _________ _____________________________________
Dr. Gene Three Rivers Warner, Hawaiian Elder and
Chief Justice of its Peace
Date: _________ _____________________________________
Date: _________ _____________________________________
Date: _________ _____________________________________
Date: _________ _____________________________________
Date: _________ _____________________________________
Date: _________ _____________________________________
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Hawaiian Nation’s Principles of International COMMERCIAL LAW
Eternal, unchanged principles of Commercial Law are:
a. A workman is worthy of his hire. (thou shalt not steal)

(Exodus 20:15; Leviticus 19:13; Matthew 10:10; Luke 10:7; II Timothy 2:6)

b. All are equal under the law. (no one is above the law)

(Exodus 21:23-25; Leviticus 24: 17-21; Deuteronomy 1:17, 19:21; Matthew 2-40; Luke
10:17; Col. 3:252:36

c. In commerce, truth is sovereign. (thou shalt not bear false witness)
(Exodus 20:16; Psalms 117:2; John 8:32; II Corinthians 13:8)

d. Truth is expressed in the form of an affidavit.

(Leviticus 5:4-5; Leviticus 6:3-5; Leviticus 19:11-13; Numbers 30:2; Matthew 5:33;
James 5:12)

e. An unrebutted affidavit stands as the truth in Commerce.
(2 Peter l :25; Hebrews 6:13-15)

f. An unrebutted affidavit becomes the judgment in Commerce.
(Hebrews 6:16-17)

g. All matters must be expressed to be resolved.

(Hebrews 4:16; Philippians 4:6; Ephesians 6:19-21)

h. He who leaves the battlefield first loses by default.
(Book of Job; Matthew 10:22)

i. Sacrifice is the measure of credibility.

(no willingness to sacrifice= no liability, responsibility, authority or measure of
conviction) (Acts 7, life/death of Stephen)

j. A lien or claim can be satisfied only through an affidavit by a point-for-point
rebuttal, resolution by jury, or payment.
(Genesis 2-3; Matthew 5; Revelation)

SPACE FOR NOTES , DREAMS & SPIRITUAL INSPIRATIONS:
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